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Visit to the Altieri Collection and to the archaeological area of the Villa.  

Useful information At the entrance hall and the Loggia located on the ground floor of the Villa, it is possible 

to visit a small museum of the Altieri collection, hosting what remains today of the prestigious collection of 

the 16th and 17th centuries. Inside, specially recovered and brought back to the original volumes after an 

extensive restoration project, some works of statuary of ancient and modern age and a small Lapidarium, 

which originally constituted elements of furniture of the external areas and gardens of the Villa. Through 

the glass floor of the Loggia you can also see the ancient cobbled floor of the Villa and the remains of some 

archaeological stratifications emerged during restoration work.  

You can visit the Museum for free and take advantage of guided tours according to the following times and 

access methods: 

 Museum opening hours:   

Tuesday and Thursday at 09,30-14,00 / 15,00-17,30 

 Guided tours for schools and groups (max 8 people):  
Tuesday and Thursday at 09,30-14,00 / 15,00-17,30 

 
Access can be made EXCLUSIVELY BY RESERVATION and upon presentation of the Green Pass, in 
accordance with the procedures established by current legislation 
 
The staff at the entrance will have the task of verifying that access takes place in compliance with the 
aforementioned requirements. 
 
For reservations, please send your request, specifying the type of service, to the following contacts: 

- Villa Altieri, Viale Manzoni, 47; tel.06676678091-8093-7698 

- collezionealtieri@cittametropolitanaroma.it 

 

Educational workshops for schools: which can be implemented according to needs and study paths to be 
agreed with the teachers. 

Access to the Museum and the archaeological area takes place from the main entrance in Viale Manzoni 47. 
 
From the monumental entrance portal to the Villa, easily reachable even by people with disabilities, you 
can access the information point of the Museum from which the tour starts. 
Along the museum route, there are tablets that allow, through the special App "Museum of Villa Altieri", 
interactive navigation of the Museum, offering the consultation of the files of each exhibited exhibit, as 
well as some introductions on the history of the Villa and the its collections. An audiovisual introduction on 
the history of the villa and the restoration work is projected in an adjacent room. 

At the moment, the educational workshops are suspended to deal with the Covid19 emergency 
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